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Vermeer and the Art
of Love

Memory Art in the
Contemporary
World

By Georgievska-Shine
Aneta
LUND HUMPHRIES
PUBLISHERS LTD

By Huyssen Andreas
LUND HUMPHRIES
PUBLISHERS LTD

Vermeer and the Art of Love is about the emotions evoked in
those elegant interiors in which a young woman may be
writing a letter to her absent beloved or playing a virginal in
the presence of an admirer. But it is also about the love we
sense in the painter's attentiveness to every detail within
those rooms, which lends even the most mundane.

Memory Art in the Contemporary World deals with the
ever-expanding field of transnational memory art,
which has emerged from a political need to come to
terms with traumatic historical pasts, from the
Holocaust to apartheid, colonialism, state terror and
civil war.

AUD RRP: $113.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

AUD RRP: $56.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781848224896
Discount: Trade International
Size: 250 X 190
Pages: 160

ISBN-13: 9781848224223
Discount: Trade International
Size: 200 X 130
Pages: 160

William Turnbull

Remote Practices

By Wood Jon
LUND HUMPHRIES
PUBLISHERS LTD

By Mindrup Matthew
LUND HUMPHRIES
PUBLISHERS LTD

William Turnbull (1922-2012) stands as one of Britain's
foremost artists in the second half of the twentieth century.
Both a sculptor and a painter, he explored the changing
contemporary world and its ancient past, actively engaging
with the shifting concerns of British, European, and
American artists.

As advancements in transportation and technology
continue to close the gap between architect, client,
builder and site, critique and place, this book considers
how architects, designers, theorists, and critics design,
describe and critique future and past constructions in
absentia.

AUD RRP: $132.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

AUD RRP: $147.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9781848225350
Discount: Trade International
Size: 300 X 260
Pages: 304

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781848225312
Discount: Trade International
Size: 250 X 190
Pages: 176
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The Wooden Architecture of Northern
Europe
From the Viking Era to the 20th Century

One Hundred Years of James Joyce's
"Ulysses"
By Toibin Colm

By Hilling John B.

Ulysses is widely regarded as the greatest novel of the
twentieth century. Commemorating the 1922 publication
of this modernist masterwork, One Hundred Years of
James Joyces "Ulysses" tells the story of the writing,
revising, printing, and censorship of the novel.
Edited by world-renowned Irish novelist and literary critic
Colm Toibin, this book presents ten essays by preeminent
Joyce scholars and by curators of his manuscripts and
early editions, as well as an interview with Sean Kelly, the
New York gallery owner who donated his extensive Joyce
collection to The Morgan Library Museum. Beginning with
Toibins expert interpretation of the Dublin context
for Ulysses, the volume follows Joyce in Trieste, Zurich,
and Paris from 1914 up through the novel’s publicationand the international scandal and fame that ensues. It
draws on Joyces notebooks and letters, as well as extant
This is the first book to examine and record the distinctive manuscripts and proofs, to provide new insights into
Joyces life, the narrative and place of Ulysses, and the
wooden architecture of this region from the early
printed book. Rich and illuminating, this volume are
medieval period to the early 20th century. Structured
essential
for scholars, fans, and readers of the novel.
according to different wood types, it concentrates on
Along with the editor, contributors include Ronan
domestic and religious buildings, as these formed the
Crowley, Maria DiBattista, Derick Dreher, Catherine Flynn,
great bulk of historic architecture in the peninsula over
Anne Fogarty, Rick Gekoski, Joseph M. Hassett, James
many centuries.
Maynard, and John McCourt.

This book explores the wealth of wooden architecture
that is to be found in Northern Europe the Fennoscandian
Peninsula. This distinct region, which includes Norway,
Sweden, Finland, and the Russian Republic of Karelia, was
dominated by coniferous forest and remained until well
into the 20th century a largely rural society.
Wood was seen as a living material - one that was
permeated with myth and folklore - while the forest itself
formed the background to everyday life. Indeed, no single
source of material wealth has contributed more to the
economy, art, and culture of Fennoscandia than the
forests. Nowhere is this contribution clearer than in the
region's historic buildings, the vast majority of which were
constructed in wood up until the late 19th century.

AUD RRP: $132.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9781848225800
Discount: Trade International
Size: 250 X 190
Pages: 224

AUD RRP: $109.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9780271092898
Discount: Trade International
Size: 254 X 203
Pages: 184
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Arbitrary Lines

Build Beyond Zero

By Gray M. Nolan

By King Bruce

What if scrapping one flawed policy could bring US cities
closer to addressing debilitating housing shortages,
stunted growth and innovation, persistent racial and
economic segregation, and car-dependent development?
It's time for America to move beyond zoning, argues city
planner M. Nolan Gray in Arbitrary Lines: How Zoning
Broke the American City and How to Fix It. With lively
explanations and stories, Gray shows why zoning abolition
is a necessary--if not sufficient--condition for building
more affordable, vibrant, equitable, and sustainable
cities. The arbitrary lines of zoning maps across the
country have come to dictate where Americans may live
and work, forcing cities into a pattern of growth that is
segregated and sprawling. Reform is in the air, with cities
and states across the country critically revaluating zoning.
In cities as diverse as Minneapolis, Durham, and Hartford,
the key pillars of zoning are under fire, with apartment
bans being scrapped, minimum lot sizes dropping, and
off-street parking requirements disappearing altogether.
In Arbitrary Lines, Gray lays the groundwork for this
ambitious cause by clearing up common confusions and
myths about how American cities regulate growth and
examining the major contemporary critiques of zoning.
Gray sets out some of the efforts currently underway to
reform zoning and charts how land-use regulation might
work in the post-zoning American city.

"Net Zero" has been an effective rallying cry for the green
building movement, signalling a goal of having every
building generate at least as much energy as it uses.
Enormous strides have been made in improving the
performance of every type of new building, and even
more importantly, renovating the vast and energyinefficient collection of existing buildings in every country.
If we can get every building to net-zero energy use in the
next few decades, it will be a huge success, but it will not
be enough. In Build Beyond Zero, carbon pioneers Bruce
King and Chris Magwood re-envision buildings as one of
our most practical and affordable climate solutions
instead of leading drivers of climate change. Professional
engineers, designers, and developers are invited to
imagine the very real potential for our built environment
to be a site of net carbon storage, a massive drawdown
pool that could help to heal our climate. The authors, with
the help of other industry experts, show the importance
of examining what components of an efficient building
are made with, and how the supply chains deliver all
those products and materials to a jobsite. Build Beyond
Zero looks at the good and the bad of how we track
carbon, then takes a deep dive into materials and
biological architecture, and wraps up with education,
policy and governance, circular economy, and where we
go in the next three decades.

AUD RRP: $55.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $82.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

How Zoning Broke the American City and How to Fix It

ISBN-13: 9781642832549
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 248

New Ideas for Carbon-Smart Architecture

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781642832112
Discount: Trade International
Size: 254 X 216
Pages: 304
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Music and Mystique in Muscle Shoals
By Reali Christopher M.
The forceful music that rolled out of Muscle Shoals in the
1960s and 1970s shaped hits by everyone from Wilson
Pickett and Aretha Franklin to the Rolling Stones and Paul
Simon.
Christopher M. Reali's in-depth look at the fabled musical
hotbed examines the events and factors that gave the
Muscle Shoals sound such a potent cultural power.

So You Want to Sing Musical Theatre
A Guide for Performers
By Flynn Amanda
The book is updated and expanded for musical theatre
performance in the current era, covering a broader array
of topics and including more in-depth discussion than the
original edition. From television shows like Glee and
Smash to the phenomenon of the Broadway show
Hamilton, musical theatre has never been more popular.

In So You Want to Sing Musical Theatre, Updated and
Expanded Edition, Broadway vocal coach Amanda Flynn
provides an in-depth look at the skills needed to
successfully sing and teach this repertoire. Fully updated
to meet the current needs of the profession, this new
edition covers a vast array of topics with even deeper
Others hoped to draw on the hitmaking production
discussion: musical theatre history; repertoire; genres
process that defined the scene.
used in productions; basic singing voice science; vocal
health; audio equipment and microphones; vocal
Reali also chronicles the overlooked history of Muscle
production of musical theatre sounds; acting, dancing,
Shoals's impact on country music and describes the
and other movement; working with kids; and auditioning
region's recent transformation into a tourism destination. at all levels. The book also includes profiles of Broadway
singers that explores their training, methods of vocal
Multifaceted and informed, Music and Mystique in Muscle upkeep, and advice for singers and teachers.
Shoals reveals the people, place, and events behind one
of the most legendary recording scenes in American
The So You Want to Sing series is produced in partnership
history.
with the National Association of Teachers of Singing.
Many artists trekked to FAME Studios and Muscle Shoals
Sound in search of the sound of authentic southern Black
music-and at times expressed shock at the mostly white
studio musicians waiting to play it for them.

AUD RRP: $225.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9780252044519
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 288

AUD RRP: $63.99
Due Date: 15/06/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781538156322
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 392
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Museums

Women in Yoruba
Religions

By Simmons John E.
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

By Olademo Oyeronke
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
PRESS

This comprehensive history of museums begins with the
origins of collecting in prehistory and traces the evolution
of museums from grave goods to treasure troves, from
the Alexandrian Temple of the Muses to the Renaissance
cabinets of curiosities, and onto the diverse array of
modern institutions worldwide.

Olademo utilizes historical and phenomenological
methods, incorporating impressive data from interviews
and participant-observation, showing how religion is at
the core of Yoruba lived experiences and is intricately
bound up in all sectors of daily life in Yorubaland and
abroad in the diaspora.

AUD RRP: $52.99
Due Date: 11/05/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $44.99
Due Date: 19/07/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781538171516
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 237 X 156
Pages: 326

ISBN-13: 9781479813995
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 192

Harry Potter and the
Myth of Millennials

Fake News in an Era
of Social Media

By Hobbs Priscilla
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

By Ibrahim Yasmin
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

Harry Potter and the Myth of Millennials takes an
interdisciplinary view of Harry Potter, as a series and a
phenomenon, to uncover how the lessons learned from
Harry's adventures became a moral compass and a
guiding light for millennial readers in an era fraught with
turbulence and disharmony.

Over the last few years, social media has expanded to
become a key platform for news dissemination. In this
book, the authors examine factors influencing the spread
of fake news and suggest ways to combat it by exploring
the key elements which enable and facilitate this
phenomenon.

AUD RRP: $156.00
Due Date: 15/06/2022
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $71.99
Due Date: 15/05/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781793620279
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 204

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781538148150
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 233 X 160
Pages: 196
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Losing Sleep

Book Banning in 21stCentury America

By Harrison Laura
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
PRESS

By Knox Emily J. M.
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

In Losing Sleep, Laura Harrison uncovers the origins of the
infant sleep safety debate, providing a window into the
unprecedented anxieties of modern parenthood.
Exploring widespread rhetoric from doctors, public health
experts, and the media, Harrison explains why our panic
has reached an all-time high. She traces the way safe
sleep standards have changed.

Book Banning in 21st Century America, based on thirteen
contemporary book challenge cases in schools and public
libraries across the United States argues that
understanding contemporary reading practices, especially
interpretive strategies, is vital to understanding why
people attempt to censor books in schools and public
libraries.

AUD RRP: $61.99
Due Date: 16/08/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $55.99
Due Date: 23/04/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781479801152
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 304

Menstruation Matters

ISBN-13: 9781538171127
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 186

The Sociology of
Bullying

By Crawford Bridget J.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
PRESS

By Donoghue Christopher
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
PRESS

Explores the burgeoning menstrual advocacy movement
and analyses how law should evolve to take menstruation
into account. Approximately half the population
menstruates for a large portion of their lives, but the law
is mostly silent about the topic. Until recently, most
people would have said that periods are private matters.

An important new collection on the nature and
consequences of bullying. School shootings and suicides
by young victims of bullying have spurred a proliferation
of anti-bullying programs, yet most of the research done
on school bullying has been from psychologists. The
Sociology of Bullying will be the first volume.

AUD RRP: $79.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $182.00
Due Date: 14/06/2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781479809677
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 288

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781479803873
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 352
8
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Denial

Military Strategy,
Joint Operations, and
Airpower

By Del Rosso Jared
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
PRESS

By Burke Ryan
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
PRESS

From climate change to fake news, an entertaining and
enlightening look at the widespread phenomenon of
denial in our society. Donald Trump won the election;
climate change isn't real; America is a colour-blind
country. Despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary,
why do so many of us refuse to admit the truth?

This second edition of Military Strategy, Joint Operations,
and Airpower introduces contemporary strategy at the
operational level of war. Developed as foundational
reading for all US Air Force Academy cadets, this textbook
is designed to close the gap between military theory and
practice.

AUD RRP: $55.99
Due Date: 12/07/2022
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $85.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781479828968
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 203 X 127
Pages: 320

ISBN-13: 9781647122508
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 248

A Road Running
Southward

Science for a Green
New Deal

By Chapman Dan
ISLAND PRESS

By Davidson Eric A.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
PRESS

In 1867, John Muir set out on foot to explore the
botanical wonders of the South, keeping a detailed
journal of his adventures as he traipsed from Kentucky
southward to Florida. One hundred and fifty years later,
on a similar whim, veteran Atlanta reporter Dan
Chapman, distressed by sprawl-driven environmental ills
in a region he loves, recreated Muir’s journey.

How, he asks, can we extract from the Earth's resources
what we need for the prosperity, well-being, and dignity of
current and future generations of billions of people
without exhausting or polluting those resources? Written
in clear, jargon-free prose, Science for a Green New Deal is
a realistic and optimistic look at how we can attain a more
sustainable, prosperous, and just future.

AUD RRP: $50.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $55.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781642831948
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 232

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781421444345
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 256
9
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The Blue Revolution

No Farms, No Food

By Sullivan Nicholas
ISLAND PRESS

By Stuart Don
ISLAND PRESS

Overfishing. For the world's oceans, it's long been a
worrisome problem with few answers. Many of the global
fish stocks are at a dangerous tipping point, some
spiralling toward extinction. But as older fishing fleets
retire and new technologies develop, a better, more
sustainable way to farm this popular protein has emerged
to profoundly shift the balance.

America's farms are key to the preservation of vital
ecosystems and a stable climate. Yet farmers and
environmentalists have not always seen eye-to-eye about
the best ways to manage agricultural landscapes. Since
1980, American Farmland Trust (AFT) has been bringing
people together to work for healthy land and a healthy
food system.

AUD RRP: $54.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $54.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781642832174
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 264

ISBN-13: 9781642832310
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 336

Food Instagram

Our Transgenic Future

By Contois Emily J. H.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
PRESS

By Moore Lisa Jean
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
PRESS

Image by image and hashtag by hashtag, Instagram has
redefined the ways we relate to food. Emily J. H. Contois
and Zenia Kish edit contributions that explore the
massively popular social media platform as a space for
self-identification, influence, transformation, and
resistance.

How scientific advances in genetic modification will
fundamentally change the natural world. The process of
manipulating the genetic material of one animal to
include the DNA of another creates a new transgenic
organism. Several animals, notably goats, mice, sheep,
and cattle are now genetically modified in this way.

AUD RRP: $50.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $61.99
Due Date: 05/07/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9780252086540
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 235 X 156
Pages: 320

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781479814411
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 240
10
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Treating ADHD in Children and Adolescents
What Every Clinician Needs to Know
By Barkley Russell A.
From foremost authority Russell A. Barkley, this book
presents essential principles and practices for managing
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in children
and teens. Barkley interweaves the best scientific
knowledge with lessons learned from decades of clinical
practice and research. He provides guidelines and clinical
tips for conducting thorough, accurate assessments and
developing and implementing science-based treatment
plans.
The book is grounded in Barkley's theory of ADHD as a
disorder of executive functioning and self-regulation. Ways
to collaborate successfully with parents and other
professionals are highlighted throughout. In a convenient
large-size format, the volume includes 46 reproducible
handouts and forms that can be downloaded and printed
for repeated use.
Author Bio:

Russell A. Barkley, PhD, ABPP, ABCN, is Clinical Professor of
Psychiatry at the Virginia Commonwealth University School
of Medicine. Dr. Barkley has worked with children,
adolescents, and families since the 1970s and is the author
of numerous bestselling books for both professionals and
the public, including Taking Charge of ADHD and Your
Defiant Child. He has also published six assessment scales
and more than 300 scientific articles and book chapters on
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, executive
functioning, and childhood defiance, and is editor of the
newsletter The ADHD Report. A frequent conference
presenter and speaker who is widely cited in the national
media, Dr. Barkley is past president of the Section on
Clinical Child Psychology (the former Division 12) of the
American Psychological Association (APA), and of the
International Society for Research in Child and Adolescent
Psychopathology.
AUD RRP: $91.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781462545148
Discount: Acad & Professional
Pages: 364
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Becoming a Therapist
What Do I Say, and Why?
By Bender Suzanne
Revised and expanded for the digital age, this trusted
guidebook and text helps novice psychotherapists of any
orientation bridge the gap between coursework and realworld clinical practice. It offers a window into what works
and what doesn't work in interactions with patients, the
ins, and outs of the therapeutic relationship, and how to
manage common clinical dilemmas. Featuring rich case
examples, the book speaks directly to the questions,
concerns, and insecurities of novice clinicians.
New to This Edition:
* Reflects two decades of technological changes--covers
how to develop email and texting policies, navigate social
media, use electronic medical records, and optimize
teletherapy.
*New chapters on professional development and on
managing the impact of therapist life events (pregnancy
and parental leave, vacations, medical issues).
*Instructive discussion of systemic racism, cultural
humility, and implicit bias.
*Significantly revised chapter on substance use disorders,
with a focus on motivational interviewing techniques.
*Reproducible/downloadable Therapist Tools.
Author Bio:

AUD RRP: $77.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781462549467
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 454

Suzanne Bender, MD, is a Staff Psychiatrist in the Division
of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at Massachusetts
General Hospital (MGH); Co-Director of the MGH for
Children (MGHfC) Pediatric GI Psychiatry Program within
the MGHfC Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition
Department; and Assistant Professor in Psychiatry, parttime, at Harvard Medical School. Dr. Bender teaches a
weekly year-long course on child and adolescent
psychodynamic psychotherapy in the MGH/McLean Child
and Adolescent Psychiatry Fellowship Program.
Edward Messner, MD, until his death in 2006, was a Senior
Psychiatrist at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) and
Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard
Medical School. Dr. Messner trained as a psychiatrist at the
Boston VA Hospital, at Boston's Thom Clinic, and at MGH.
He also graduated from the Boston Psychoanalytic Institute
as a certified psychoanalyst. Dr. Messner received the
Teacher of the Year award from the MGH Department of
Psychiatry eight times.

www.woodslane.com.au
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EMDR Therapy and Sexual Health

SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY
Baird Stephanie
AUD RRP: $123.00
This unique text provides EMDR clinicians with a complete toolkit,
ISBN13: 9780826186751
assisting sexual trauma survivors in moving from symptomology
Due Date: 20/12/2021
reduction/elimination to optimal sexual health and functioning. By
Discount: ACAD &
integrating sexual health and EMDR Therapy together throughout this
PROFESSIONAL
innovative book, the Adaptive Information Processing (AIP) Model is
Format: Paperback
applied to sexual health, with sexual health-related material blended
Pages: 276
into all eight phases of the EMDR Protocol. Encompassing principles and Size: 229 X 152
best practices of current helpful positive sexual health frameworks,
Illustrations: NOT
including fundamental sex therapy information and sex education
ILLUSTRATED
models, this first of its kind EMDR Therapy resource disseminates
essential information on anatomy, the history of sex research, Sexually
Transmitted Infections (STIs) and pregnancy related issues, the Dual
Control Model of arousal and desire, spontaneous and responsive desire,
arousal non-concordance, models of consent for sexual activities, and out
of control sexual behaviours.

Rupture and Repair in Psychotherapy

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION
Eubanks Catherine F.
AUD RRP: $90.99
Ruptures in the therapeutic alliance are common clinical experiences. If ISBN13: 9781433836145
left unresolved, they often lead patients to drop out and to other poor Due Date: September 2022
outcomes. As a therapist and patient work together, their alliance can
Discount: ACAD &
come under strain, often because of disagreements in how to work
PROFESSIONAL
together and toward what goals or due to a lack of trust and respect.
Format: Paperback
These moments of stress, where the relationship has ruptured, are
Pages: 322
challenges but also opportunities for growth. Repairing these ruptures is Size: 229 X 152
an important change process that is relevant for all therapies. This
volume collects the work of 12 teams of scholars and clinicians, each
expert in a different therapeutic context or theoretical approach, to
describe clinical challenges that resonate with readers' own experiences.
The authors use case studies to describe realistic, complex clinical
examples of rupture and provide strategies and principles therapists can
readily integrate into their work to help them navigate these challenges
more successfully with their patients.

Personality Disorders and Pathology
Huprich Steven K.
This volume presents the latest theory and research on the diagnosis
and treatment of personality disorders. The chapters describe changes
in the DSM-5 and ICD-11 assessment of personality disorders, review
empirical support for these changes, and provide clinical guidance for
diagnosing and treating the most common personality disorders. A
primary focus throughout the book is the Alternative Model for
Personality Disorders (AMPD), found in Section III (Emerging Measures
and Models) of the DSM-5. The AMPD is a hybrid of the earlier
categorical model of personality disorders and the emerging dimensional
model fully embraced in the ICD-11. It offers a middle-of-the-road
approach that is supported by a growing body of research. With its blend
of research, clinical guidance, and case studies, this volume will be an
essential resource for clinicians and researchers alike.

www.woodslane.com.au

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION
AUD RRP: $159.00
ISBN13: 9781433835766
Due Date: September 2022
Discount: ACAD &
PROFESSIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 420
Size: 254 X 178

14
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Handbook of Personality 4/e (PB)

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS

Oliver P. John and Richard W. Robins
AUD RRP: $99.99
Now in a revised and expanded fourth edition, this definitive reference ISBN13: 9781462550487
and text has more than 50% new material, reflecting a decade of
Due Date: September 2022
theoretical and empirical advances. Prominent researchers describe
Discount: TEXT
major theories and review cutting-edge findings. The volume explores
Format: Paperback
how personality emerges from and interacts with biological,
Pages: 942
developmental, cognitive, affective, and social processes, and the
Size: 254 X 177
implications for well-being and health. Innovative research programs
Illustrations: NOT
and methods are presented throughout. The concluding section
ILLUSTRATED
showcases emerging issues and new directions in the field. New to This
Edition: Expanded coverage of personality development, with chapters
on the overall life course, middle childhood, adolescence, and early
adulthood. Three new chapters on affective processes, plus chapters on
neurobiology, achievement motivation, cognitive approaches, narcissism,
and other new topics.

Emotional Development across the Lifespan

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS

Camras Linda A
AUD RRP: $91.99
Unique in its dual focus on emotion and lifespan development, this text ISBN13: 9781462549764
weaves together theory, research, and practical clinical implications for Due Date: September 2022
fostering children's emotional well-being. The author examines how
Discount: ACAD &
emotions are experienced, expressed, understood, and regulated from PROFESSIONAL
infancy through later adulthood, surveying both typical and atypical
Format: Paperback
development. For each stage, chapters highlight the interrelated
Pages: 386
influences of temperament, neurobiology, and the social environment, Size: 229 X 152
and distinguish universal processes from those that vary across cultures.
The book presents current knowledge about specific emotions, probes
the causes and consequences of emotional maladjustment, and reviews
evidence-based and promising interventions. Innovative methods,
examples, and meta-analyses are described; key terms are defined within
chapters and in an end-of-book glossary.

Solving Modern Problems with a Stone-Age Brain

APA LIFETOOLS

Kenrick Dr Douglas T
AUD RRP: $37.99
Sharing stories and advice rooted in the science of evolutionary
ISBN13: 9781433834783
psychology, father and son authors Doug Kenrick and David Lundberg- Due Date: September 2022
Kendrick pinpoint the dangers of stone-age problem solving for our lives Discount: TRADE
today, and present a new, systematic way to survive and be happy in the INTERNATIONAL
modern world. Over millennia, we humans have evolved a set of
Format: Paperback
motivational systems to help us solve the seven basic problems of
Pages: 330
existence: surviving, protecting ourselves from attackers, forming
friendships, winning respect, attracting mates, hanging onto mates, and
caring for our families. We seek the same goals in the 21st century.
However, the saber-tooth tigers and rival tribes that once threatened us
have been replaced by marketers peddling sugar-laden foods, pundits
fanning the culture war flames, and payday loan companies scamming
those who can least afford it. Through a series of engaging narratives and
science-based life tips, this book helps us see past our electronics and
lattes and gain helpful insights into achieving the life we want.

www.woodslane.com.au
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Dr. Treisman's Big Feelings Stories

Dr. Treisman's Therapeutic Activity Books

By Treisman Dr Karen

By Treisman Dr Karen

Dr. Karen Treismans Big Feelings Stories take children on
therapeutic adventures - from deep in the Okavango delta
to the depths of the sea. The six stories have been written
to help children’s difficulties with anxiety, bereavement,
trauma, nightmares and sleep-related problems, low selfesteem and self-regulation and relaxation.

Dr. Karen Treismans Therapeutic Activity Book Library is a
valuable resource for anyone working with children aged
5-10. Each activity book addresses a common social or
emotional challenge: anxiety, bereavement, trauma,
nightmares and sleep-related problems, low self-esteem
and self-regulation and relaxation.

This set includes:
* Binnie the Baboon and the Big Worries
* Cleo the Crocodiles New Home
* Gilly the Giraffe Learns to Love Herself
* Ollie The Octopus and the Memory Treasures
* Neon the Ninja Meets the Nightmares
* Presley the Pug and The Tranquil Teepee

The activity books feature a fun illustrated story followed
by a treasure trove of fun activities, therapeutic
worksheets. The final section of the activity books
features CBT-informed guidance for parents, carers and
professionals.

6-Book Collection

6-Book Collection

This set is an ideal resource for any school library, or for
services supporting children aged 5-10.
The stories in this series also feature in a separate set of
Activity Books created by Dr. Treisman - Dr. Treismans
Therapeutic Activity Book Library - which include the
same stories, but with additional activities and
worksheets, and guidance for adults.
AUD RRP: $132.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: BOXED PACK FOR TRADE
Illustration: Colour Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781839973741
Discount: Trade International
Size: 292 X 208

This set includes:
* Binnie the Baboon Anxiety and Stress Activity Book
* Cleo the Crocodile Activity Book for Children who are
Afraid to Get Close
* Gilly the Giraffe Self-Esteem Activity Book
* Neon the Ninja Activity Book for Children who Struggle
with Sleep and Nightmares
* Ollie the Octopus Loss and Bereavement Activity Book
* Presley the Pug Relaxation Activity Book
AUD RRP: $317.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: BOXED PACK FOR TRADE
Illustration: Colour Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au
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Beyond Pronouns

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
Plunkett Tammy
AUD RRP: $35.99
If your child or teen recently told you they are transgender, non-binary ISBN13: 9781839971143
or genderfluid, you're bound to have questions. You may wonder how Due Date: September 2022
best to support your child's transition and doubt whether you are
Discount: TRADE
making the right decisions. When her son came out as transgender,
INTERNATIONAL
Tammy Plunkett had the same worries. In Beyond Pronouns, she shares Format: Paperback
her candid experiences learning to navigate her child's transition and
Pages: 224
provides clear and practical guidance to help you do the same. She deals Size: 216 X 138
with many frequently asked questions, including: * Is this a phase?
Illustrations: B&W
* Why not wait until they're an adult? * How do I tell others my child is THROUGHOUT
gender-diverse? * Where do we start a child's transition? Offering
gentle guidance through the first 100 days and beyond, Tammy uniquely
addresses the need for parents to be supported so they can best care for
their child. You will find ways to face common fears, have important
conversations with your child, be a good ally and much more, with ageappropriate approaches that aim for a happy and connected family.

The Big Book of Pride Flags

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
JESSICA KINGSLEY
AUD RRP: $35.99
Celebrate and learn about the LGBTQIA+ community with this colourful ISBN13: 9781839972584
book of Pride flags! Featuring all the colours of the rainbow, this book
Due Date: September 2022
teaches children about LGBTQIA+ identities through 17 different Pride Discount: TRADE
flags. With fun facts, simple explanations, and a short history of each
INTERNATIONAL
flag accompanying beautiful illustrations, children will uncover the
Format: Hardback
history of Pride and be introduced to different genders and sexual
Pages: 48
orientations. There's also a blank Pride flag design at the back of the
Size: 251 X 248
book so that children can create their very own Pride flag! With a
Illustrations: B&W
Reading Guide that provides a detailed History of the Pride Flag and
THROUGHOUT
questions for further discussion, this inspiring book is a must-have for
every child's bookshelf, library or classroom.

The Anxious Person's Guide to Non-Monogamy

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
Phoenix Lola
AUD RRP: $41.99
Embarking on a non-monogamous relationship can be a daunting
ISBN13: 9781839972133
experience, opening old wounds that cause anxiety, fear and confusion, Due Date: September 2022
something Lola Phoenix knows about all too well. In this all-you-needDiscount: TRADE
to-know guide to exploring non-monogamy, polyamory and open
INTERNATIONAL
relationships, Lola draws upon their years of experience in giving advice Format: Paperback
and being non-monogamous to provide guidance for every stage of
Pages: 208
your journey, helping you to prioritise your mental health and wellbeing Size: 216 X 138
along the way. Beginning with advice on starting out - such as finding
Illustrations: B&W
your anchor, figuring out your personal reasons for pursuing nonTHROUGHOUT
monogamy, challenging your fears and practicing self-compassion - the
book proceeds to cover the emotional aspects of non-monogamous
relationships, including dealing with jealously and judgement, managing
anxiety and maintaining independence, as well as practical elements such
as scheduling your time, negotiating boundaries and managing your
expectations, all accompanied with activities for further exploration.

www.woodslane.com.au
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Relationships, Sex
and Health Education
101

Educating Young
People About
Pornography

By Cabbin Kerry
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

By Rogers Vanessa
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

The go-to RSHE resource for schools, including lesson
activities, ideas, and worksheets for use with children
aged 11+. Covers all essential topics under the
relationships, sex, and health education curriculum.

Essential guidance for adults teaching groups of teens
about relationships sex, this updated resource offers
interactive activities/lesson plans that aid discussion
around online pornography its impact on healthy
relationships body image.

AUD RRP: $68.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $74.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781787758537
Discount: Trade International
Size: 297 X 210
Pages: 176

Popularity for Teens

ISBN-13: 9781787758339
Discount: Trade International
Size: 297 X 210
Pages: 224

Coping with Parental
Death

By Getz Lori
MAGINATION PRESS

By Shreeve Michelle
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

A practical, insightful workbook for teens about
popularity: what it is, why some kinds are healthier than
others, and how teens can grow their social intelligence
and develop the confidence they need to feel more
connected to their family peers and community. Each
chapter includes personal stories, science and research,
and recommendations.

Losing a parent at any time in one's life is difficult but
losing a parent when a teenager brings its own distinct
challenges. Coping with Parental Death offers coping
strategies, expert advice, useful resources, and valuable
insight from other young adults, providing support to
those struggling with the death of one or both of their
parents.

AUD RRP: $29.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $53.99
Due Date: 13/07/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781433833632
Discount: Trade International
Size: 254 X 203
Pages: 128

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781538154892
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 140
Pages: 168
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The Awesome Autistic Guide for Trans Teens
By Yenn Purkis and Sam Rose
AUS AUTHORS

Calling all awesome autistic trans teens!
Yenn Purkis and Sam Rose want you to live your best
authentic life - and this handy book will show you how!
With helpful explanations, tips, and activities, plus
examples of famous trans and gender divergent people on
the autism spectrum, this user-friendly guide will help you
to navigate the world as an awesome autistic trans teen.
Covering a huge range of topics including coming out,
masking, different gender identities, changing your name,
common issues trans and gender divergent people face
and ways to help overcome them, building a sense of pride
and much, much more, it will empower you to value
yourself and thrive exactly as you are.

Author Bio:

Yenn Purkis is autistic and non-binary and has published a
range of books with JKP since 2006. They actively speak at
autism conferences and have increasingly spoken and
written on autism and LGBTQIA+ identities and received
the ACT Volunteer of the Year award for work in autism
advocacy. Yenn lives in Canberra, Australia.
Sam Rose is autistic and trans/non-binary. They are
Network Leader at I CAN Network, a Mentor for Kids Under
Cover, and a mental health speaker at batyr. Since June
2020, Sam has been running a weekly online program for
young LGBTQIA+ autistic people (aged 13-17) to connect
and chat about their experiences in a safe and informal
environment.
AUD RRP: $34.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au
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Discount: Trade International
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The Asperkid's (Secret) Book of Social Rules, Traveling Different
10th Anniversary Edition
By Cook Jennifer

By Barclay Dawn M.

Being a teen or tween is tough for anyone. And if you're
on the Autism Spectrum, life can feel like a game you're
playing without knowing the rules.

The travel bible for parents of children with autism
spectrum disorder and/or mood and distraction disorders,
offering helpful tips to soothe any child's travel anxieties.
Traveling with children is always challenging, but for
parents of children with autism spectrum disorder and/or
mood and attention and distraction disorders it can be
especially intimidating. Traveling Different: Vacation
Strategies for Parents of the Anxious, the Inflexible, and
the Neurodiverse answers these and many other
questions parents may have when traveling with their
children.

Jennifer Cook knows - she's been there! Her
internationally bestselling handbook is the key to
unlocking those unwritten, often confusing, not-soobvious social guidelines and bolstering confidence, all at
once.
Finally, teens can play the game of life with instructions.
The 10th Anniversary Edition of The (Secret) Book of Social
Rules reveals the essential secrets behind the baffling
social codes surrounding making and keeping friends,
dating, and catastrophic conversation pitfalls, with allnew content on social media and talking about
neurodiversity.

Dawn M. Barclay presents travel strategies and anecdotes
from Certified Autism Travel ProfessionalsTM, parents of
special needs children, associations and advocates, and
mental health professionals, broken down by mode of
transportation and type of venue.

It's no wonder Jennifer's is the navigation tool tens of
thousands of fans have come to love! Full of brand-new
funny illustrations, take-it-from-me explanations, and
comic strip examples, this Book of the Year award winner
is real, positive, and speaks from the heart (without ever
sounding like your mother's guide to manners). It's
confidence, humour, and smarts.

The heart of the book outlines suggested itineraries for
spectrum families as well as venues--such as museums-that cater to the unique special interests that are
characteristic of individuals with autism. Less common
accommodations such as dude ranches and houseboats
are also included, as are vacations involving sports that
might not immediately be associated with ASD, such as
diving, skiing, and golf.

AUD RRP: $38.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $50.99
Due Date: 15/08/2022
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781787758377
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 288

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781538168660
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 216 X 140
Pages: 272
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ADHD
Medication

Developing
Differently

Karniski Walt,
MD
ROWMAN &
LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

Muggleton Joshua
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

Evaluates the benefits and concerns
of using medications to treat
children with ADHD while offering a
guide to the different medications
themselves.
AUD RRP: $68.99
Due Date: 15/05/2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: B&W
Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781538155776
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 140
Pages: 336

This book provides step-by-step advice
to parents of children who are
developing differently, helping to build
a relationship with their child,
encouraging positive behaviours, and
minimising negative behaviours, based
on the principles of behavioural
learning.
AUD RRP: $41.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781787759978
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 304

Don't Hug the
Quokka!

The Mermaid
Who Couldn't

Errico Daniel
MAGINATION
PRESS

Redford Alison
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

That quokka may be cute, but you
can't hug it unless it says it's OK! This
book is funny and cute but has a clear
message that you must ask before
touching someone else-it's a good
place to start for young kids.

Abandoned on the ocean floor, Mariana
the Mermaid feels useless as she can't
swim or join in with the other
mermaids. Muriel the Turtle helps her
find self-confidence through singing her
own mighty song. This therapeutic
picture book is for children aged 4-9
who lack self-confidence, including
children who have had difficult life
experiences.

AUD RRP: $33.99
ISBN-13: 9781433837067
Due Date: September 2022 Discount: Trade International
Format: Hardback
Size: 254 X 203
Pages: 32

AUD RRP: $30.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

Facing Mighty
Fears About
Throwing Up
Huebner Dawn
JESSICA
KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

Warm, funny, and factual, this
book eases over-size fears about
throwing up, helping 6-10-yearolds live happier lives.
Supplemental tips for parents
and caretakers ensure maximum
effectiveness.
AUD RRP: $28.99
Due Date: September
2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W
Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781787759251
Discount: Trade
International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 80

ISBN-13: 9781839975516
Discount: Trade International
Size: 254 X 200
Pages: 32

www.woodslane.com.au
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Dignity for Deeply
Forgetful People

Designing
Interventions to
Promote Community
Health

By Post Stephen G.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
PRESS

By Lytle Leslie Ann
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION

For caregivers of deeply forgetful people: a book that
combines new ethics guidelines with an innovative
program on how to communicate and connect with
people with Alzheimer's. How do we approach a "deeply
forgetful" loved one so as to notice.

This book for graduate students and professionals
articulates a clear four-phase framework for planning,
creating, implementing, and evaluating multilevel
community health promotion interventions that target
individual, physical, and social environments.

AUD RRP: $54.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $157.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781421442501
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 288

Nursing Home
Administration

ISBN-13: 9781433836503
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 241

Financial and
Business
Management for the
Doctor of Nursing
Practice 3/e

By Mileski Michael
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

By Dr. KT Waxman and Dr.
Mary Lynne Knighte
SPRINGER PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Now in its eighth edition, Nursing Home Administration
remains the authoritative textbook detailing the nursing
facility administrator role, what they do, how they think,
and how they lead. By breaking down the art of
administration into its basic, need-to-know tasksforecasting, planning, organizing, staffing, and directing.

This award-winning resource is the only text to focus on
the financial and business skills needed by students in
DNP programs. Updated to reflect key changes in our
healthcare system and in nursing competencies, includes
three new chapters addressing Big Data, Population
Health, and Financial Management.

AUD RRP: $175.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $167.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9780826148469
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 750

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9780826160157
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 177
Pages: 450
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Hip and Knee Pain Disorders

HANDSPRING

Benoy Mathew
Hip and Knee Pain Disorders has been written to provide a state-of-theart, evidence-informed, and clinically informed overview of the
examination and conservative management of hip/knee pain conditions.
Under the current predominantly evidence-based practice paradigm,
clinician expertise, patient preference, and best available research
determine examination, and prognostic and clinical management
decisions. However, this paradigm has been understood by many to
place greater value and emphasis on the research component, thereby
devaluing the other two. Evidence-informed practice is a term that has
been suggested to honour the original intent of evidence-based practice,
while also acknowledging the value of clinician experience and expertise.
In essence, evidence-informed practice combines clinical reasoning,
based on current best evidence, with authority-based knowledge and a
pathophysiological rationale derived from extrapolation of basic science
knowledge.

AUD RRP: $148.00
ISBN13: 9781913426132
Due Date: September 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Hardback
Pages: 476
Size: 276 X 220
Illustrations: NOT
ILLUSTRATED

Yoga on Prescription

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
Fox Paul
AUD RRP: $74.99
Exploring the benefits of yoga on social prescription, this book details
ISBN13: 9781787759756
the 10-week Yoga4Health social prescribing programme developed by
Due Date: September 2022
the Yoga In Healthcare Alliance. This evidence-based prevention
Discount: TRADE
programme targets NHS patients at risk of becoming chronically ill and INTERNATIONAL
supports them to bring about lifestyle change through a daily yoga
Format: Paperback
practice. The programme is for patients who are socially isolated, at risk Pages: 256
of cardio-vascular disease or Type 2 diabetes, and those with stress or
Size: 229 X 152
mild-moderate anxiety/depression. The authors present the theory and Illustrations: B&W
background to the Yoga4Health Yoga on Prescription programme,
THROUGHOUT
providing the reader with a detailed posture-by-posture guide to
teaching the protocol on a yoga mat, on the floor or in a chair. Inspiring
lifestyle changes that will positively affect long- and short-term health,
Yoga on Prescription is the perfect companion to anyone wanting to
teach the yoga for health and wellbeing.

The Online Yoga Teacher's Guide

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
Beckett Jade
AUD RRP: $54.99
Teaching yoga online can help you to grow your business, help more
ISBN13: 9781839971808
students, while also allowing you to work more flexibly to suit your
Due Date: September 2022
lifestyle. However, whether you want to move fully online, or even
Discount: TRADE
blend in-person teaching with an added digital offering, it can be
INTERNATIONAL
daunting trying to incorporate a style of teaching that you've otherwise Format: Paperback
never had to engage with. This book is for you if...* You've been sticking Pages: 160
your head in the sand, reluctant to start online teaching. * You've been Size: 229 X 152
struggling to adapt to online teaching and would like to streamline your
business with the right tools and software. * You've stopped teaching
and need to get started again. * You lack confidence and feel
overwhelmed trying to figure teaching online out. * You would like to
access a larger student base. This down to earth guide will offer you
advice and reassurance on all the above in succinct, straightforward, and
mindful chapters. It speaks candidly on goal setting, planning, and fruitful
mindsets.

www.woodslane.com.au
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Yin Yoga Therapy and Mental Health
Meyers Tracey
This highly illustrated guide teaches yoga therapists and mental health
professionals how to integrate Yin Yoga into practice and treatment
plans as part of a holistic approach to healing and treating a variety of
mental health challenges and brain injuries. Yin yoga is an accessible
form of yoga consisting of mainly floor based low force stretching,
perfect for all patients regardless of physical limitations. The use of Yin
yoga when combined with breath work and meditation can decrease
anxiety, improve overall mood, and create a sense of well-being. With
explanations on the principles of practice, such as asanas, meditation,
breathwork and how to integrate different psychological methods to
decrease emotional suffering and increase self-care along with examples
of how to apply these principles for a range of mental health conditions;
this guide is essential reading for all practitioners interested in an
integrated approach to healing.

The Microbiome, Gut Health, and Oriental Medicine
Lee Lisa
The human microbiome and its resident micro-organisms have in recent
years come to represent a new frontier in health research and science.
Yet this body of knowledge has hitherto been little addressed within
Oriental Medicine theory and has consequently been underutilised in
practice. The book proposes a novel and ground-breaking approach to
understanding and influencing gut health and the microbiome by
integrating the latest evidence from Western medical research and the
long-established theory and practice of Oriental medicine. Building on
an understanding of the body as a complete ecosystem where symbiotic
relationships maintain balance in both mind and body, this integrative
model sheds new light on an area that has seen rapidly growing interest
both in and out of scientific communities, providing a more holistic and
comprehensive perspective that both unites and broadens the potential
applications of microbiome knowledge across medical and therapeutic
traditions.

Shantideva's 'a Guide to the Bodhisattava's Way of Life'
Rinpoche Ringu Tulku
The Bodhicaryavatara, often translated as A Guide to the Bodhisattva's
Way of Life, is an 8th-century masterpiece from Indian scholar and yogi
Shantideva. It is regarded as one of the most important Tibetan
Buddhist texts and is studied extensively by Tibetan Buddhist
practitioners everywhere. This commentary on the Bodhicaryavatara is
by His Excellency Ringu Tulku Rinpoche, the Tibetan Buddhist Master.
Working systematically through the ten chapters of Shantideva's
renowned work, Rinpoche delivers his understanding of the text in a way
that makes it fully accessible to anyone who is looking for support and
help in these times.

www.woodslane.com.au

SINGING DRAGON
AUD RRP: $56.99
ISBN13: 9781848194151
Due Date: September 2022
Discount: ACAD &
PROFESSIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 304
Size: 229 X 152
Illustrations: B&W
THROUGHOUT

SINGING DRAGON
AUD RRP: $59.99
ISBN13: 9781787759855
Due Date: September 2022
Discount: ACAD &
PROFESSIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 160
Size: 229 X 152
Illustrations: B&W
THROUGHOUT

BUDDHIST SOCIETY
AUD RRP: $41.99
ISBN13: 9780901032706
Due Date: September 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 256
Size: 195 X 130
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So What Now?

Time for learning in your school to face the future
By Groves Malcolm
"It is not the role of schools to solve the climate crisis or
any of the other multiple crises now facing humankind. But
it is powerfully their role, if they so choose, to equip young
people as well as possible to deal with the consequences of
the serious problems they will be inheriting from their
elders, not betters." Could it be our collective failure to
respond effectively to the threat of the climate emergency
or the challenges of the pandemic has been shaped to a
small but significant degree by the nature of the learning
that happens in our schools and a failure to enable young
people to learn appropriately there? That question lies at
the heart of this thought-provoking new book as it unpicks
the concept of deep learning for future sustainability. This
combines deep understanding with action, and links both
to moral purpose. It is not enough just to be concerned
about climate change - awareness must lead to action.
The book draws on an eclectic range of sources, case
studies of actual practice, critical perspectives, and
opportunities for reflection. The authors argue that first
and foremost it is for educators and leaders to get on as
best they can in their own school context to do what is
both necessary and right to secure learning fit for a just
and sustainable future irrespective of governmental lead in
these matters. In doing so the authors set out some clear
evidence-informed principles for school development and
leadership that are central to the success of that mission.
Author Bio:

AUD RRP: $31.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781915261236
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 210 X 148
Pages: 200

Malcolm Groves has worked at the forefront of education
innovation, as a teacher, youth worker, adult educator,
school leader, inspector, and national adviser. Formerly an
NPQH assessor, SIP, and secondary school chair of
governors, he is currently a director of the Society of
Education Consultants, and a founder director of the
pioneering schools research and development network,
Schools of Tomorrow. John West-Burnham is a writer,
teacher, and independent consultant in education
leadership with a particular interest in innovative
approaches to learning in schools and communities. He has
been a schoolteacher, education officer and has held posts
in six universities. John is the author or editor of 30 books.
He has worked in 27 countries.
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The Power of
Professional Learning
Networks

Retrieval Practice:
Primary
By Jones Kate
JOHN CATT EDUCATIONAL

By Handscomb Graham
JOHN CATT EDUCATIONAL

This book provides a stimulating insight into the current
state of the art of professional learning networks and the
transformative difference they are poised to make to our
educational future. Drawing on a wealth of expertise, each
chapter is written by leading thinkers and doers in the field
and covers a range of topics and emerging areas.

After extensive reading, engaging with research and
working with schools, Kate Jones has written a guide that
explores how retrieval practice can work in a primary
school context. The book begins with research then
focuses on classroom application, covering curriculum
design, task, and question design.

AUD RRP: $31.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $22.99
Due Date: 11/09/2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781915261274
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 210 X 148
Pages: 240

Pupil Book
Study: Reading

Bringing Forth the
Bard

By Meadows Lauren
JOHN CATT
EDUCATIONAL

By Enser Zoe
CROWN HOUSE PUBLISHING

'Pupil Book Study: Reading' provides evidence-led
structures to shine a light on the true impact of a school's
reading provision. Building on the global success of the
original Pupil Book Study frameworks, this guide translates
these principles into practice to support leaders and
teachers to evaluate their reading curriculum.
AUD RRP: $34.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781915261205
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 210 X 148
Pages: 140

ISBN-13: 9781915261250
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 210 X 297
Pages: 100

Links together the golden threads which run through
Shakespeare’s work and highlights how teachers can
best explore these with students and include them in the
wider English curriculum. Foreword by Professor Emma
Smith. The more you explore the plays of Shakespeare,
the more you realise how they are an interrelated
network of ideas and themes.
AUD RRP: $49.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated
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ISBN-13: 9781785836299
Discount: Trade International
Size: 234 X 156
Pages: 150
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40 Ways to
Diversify the
History Curriculum

School Psychology
for the 21st Century
By Merrell Kenneth W.
GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS

By Stevens Elena
CROWN HOUSE
PUBLISHING

A practical, wide-ranging compendium of enquiries and case
studies that helps history teachers diversify, reimagine, and
decolonise the history curriculum. In writing this book, Elena
Stevens’ aim is to respond to calls for a more diverse,
decolonised curriculum, calls which have become more
insistent following the Black Lives Matter movement.
AUD RRP: $49.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9781785836305
Discount: Trade International
Size: 222 X 182
Pages: 150

Now in a revised and updated third edition reflecting a
decade of changes in the field, this leading text
prepares new practitioners to support all students'
academic, behavioral, and social-emotional success.
The multiple roles and functions of the school
psychologist are described and illustrated with vivid
vignettes.
AUD RRP: $133.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback

Closing the Literacy
Gap

ISBN-13: 9781462549535
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 332

Expanding Reading
Comprehension in
Grades 3-6

By Gunning Thomas G
GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS

By Stahl Katherine A.
Dougherty
GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS

Packed with practical tools, this book provides K-6
educators with a research-based framework for accelerating
the reading and writing growth of underperforming
students. Strategies and resources are included for building
foundational skills, comprehension, and vocabulary,
engaging students with independent reading and
periodicals.

Students in grades 3-6 need to use increasingly
sophisticated comprehension skills and strategies as
they read and build knowledge across disciplinary
content areas. Grounded in research, this book
presents effective practices for integrating literacy
instruction with literature, science, and social studies.
Chapters address text selection.

AUD RRP: $71.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $168.00
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781462549740
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 244
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ISBN-13: 9781462549368
Discount: Acad & Professional
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 212
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Strained and
Drained

3 Minute Tips for
Teachers

Science as
Active Inquiry

Hamilton Connie
ROWMAN &
LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

Garcia Heather
ROWMAN &
LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

Wassermann
Selma
ROWMAN &
LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

Teaching is not a job, it's a passion.
Caring and compassionate
educators will stop at nothing to be
sure their students have everything
they need to flourish. As teaching
demands increase, the attention
teachers give to their own needs is
often sacrificed.
AUD RRP: $61.99
Due Date: 04/06/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W
Throughout

This book is filled with quick tips to
help teachers through the school year.
It is designed for the busy teacher.
AUD RRP: $51.99
Due Date: 06/05/2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781475864076
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 160

ISBN-13: 9781475863710
Discount: Acad &
Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 160

AUD RRP: $60.99
Due Date:
15/05/2022
Format: Paperback

Relationships, Sex
and Health
Education 101

Educating Young
People About
Pornography

Cabbin Kerry
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

Rogers Vanessa
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

The go-to RSHE resource for schools,
including lesson activities, ideas, and
worksheets for use with children aged
11+. Covers all essential topics under
the relationships, sex, and health
education curriculum.

Essential guidance for adults teaching
groups of teens about relationships &
sex, this updated resource offers
interactive activities/lesson plans that
aid discussion around online
pornography & its impact on healthy
relationships & body image.

AUD RRP: $68.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781787758537
Discount: Trade International
Size: 297 X 210
Pages: 176

A practical guidebook to enable
teachers to address their
concerns about teaching science
as active inquiry, in addition to
providing them with the tools and
techniques for developing a
science program that models how
real scientist’s work.

AUD RRP: $74.99
Due Date: September 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781475864861
Discount: Acad &
Professional
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 280

ISBN-13: 9781787758339
Discount: Trade International
Size: 297 X 210
Pages: 224
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on behalf of local and international publishers for over 30
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